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2. Selected outcome 

在 VLSI CAD for power planning with signal integrity (SI) concern方面，巳

有下列成果： 

1. We have enhanced the previous work so that it can consider power supply 

noise and simultaneously optimize the resultant floorplan. (ASP-DAC-03, 

TCAD-April-05) 

2. We have developed methodologies for signal integrity issues, including 

decoupling capacitors (decap) insertion during floorplanning and power 

delivery compensation by low level metal lines. (ASP-DAC-07, SASIMI-07, 

TODAES-Sep-08) 

 

在 VLSI CAD for low power methodology方面，巳有下列成果： 

1. We have proposed an approach to simultaneously minimizing power and 

routing cost in scan chain reordering after cell placement. (VLSI 

Design/CAD Symposium 2005, ISQED-06) Furthermore, we have also 

proposed a novel architecture for test power and volume reduction. 

(ICCAD-07, TVLSI-Aug-10)  

2. We have developed methodologies which can be applied in buffered clock 

tree construction to achieve low short-circuit power. (VLSI Design/CAD 

Symposium 2005, SOCC-06, SASIMI-07) 

3. We have implemented several approaches regarding some recent low power 

techniques (such as voltage islands, power gating, multiple supply voltage 

(MSV), and multi-bit flip-flop (MBFF)) to reduce the power consumption 

and to plan the clock of the chip. (SOCC-06, VLSI Design/CAD Symposium 

2006, ISPD-08, SOCC-07, ISQED-11, DATE-12) 

 

在 VLSI CAD for chip-package-board co-design方面，巳有下列成果： 

1. We have greatly improved existing cell placement by I/O clustering and 

legalization, considering design cost reduction and signal integrity 

preservation. (SASIMI-04, ICCD-04, VLSI-DAT-06, TCAD-Nov-06, 

TVLSI-Jan-08) 

2. We have proposed some key approaches to implementing important issues 

for chip-package and package-board codesign. (ASP-DAC-07, ISQED-08, 

SASIMI-07, DATE-09, TVLSI-Aug-09, TVLSI-May-10) 

3. We have developed a framework for automatic board-level routing for 

package-board coplanning. (DATE-11) 

4. We have implemented an approach to RDL routing using pseudo single RDL 

layer concept, and it is used in design service company. (DATE-12) 



在 VLSI CAD for design for manufacturability and reliability方面，巳有下

列成果： 

1. We have proposed an approach to minimizing the topography variation in 

multi-layer oxide and Copper CMP manufacturability. (VLSI Design/CAD 

Symposium 2006, VLSI-DAT-08, VLSI Design/CAD Symposium 2008) 

2. We have developed a framework for efficient and optimal redundant via 

insertion based on network flow algorithm. (GLSVLSI-08) 

在 Analog Design and Layout Automation方面，巳有下列成果： 

1. We have presented a synthesis framework for nanometer analog, 

mixed-signal, and radio-frequency circuit design, has both the advantages of 

accuracy and efficiency, accomplished by integrating both circuit simulator 

and analytic formulation. (ISQED-11) 

2. We have proposed a fast prototyping method for layout migration of 

nanometer designs. It presents an analog layout migration methodology to 

quickly provide multiple layouts while keeping similar or better circuit 

performance. (ICCAD-11) 

在 3D IC Design and Automation方面，巳有下列成果： 

1. We have proposed a standard cell placement by min-cut partitioning for one 

layer after layer assignment and addressed alignment and timing constraint 

considering TSV models. (DATE 3D Integration Workshop-11, SOCC-11) 

 


